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Initial Medial Final

1 syllable 2 syllables 3+ syllables 2 syllables 3+ syllables 1 syllable 2 syllables 3+ syllables

face fable factory afford Africa beef behalf autograph

fact fabric fairy tale barefoot alphabet bluff belief coral reef

fad facing familiar before awfully brief blow off fireproof

fade failure family blackfish beautiful calf bookshelf handkerchief

fail fairy fanatic boatful bike safety chafe check off paragraph

faint faithful fantastic boxful buffalo chef cutoff photograph

fair falcon fantasy boyfriend butterfly chief dandruff powder puff

fake famous fascinate breakfast cellophane clef enough telegraph

fall fancy Father’s Day buffet confusion cliff fire chief waterproof

fame farewell favorite bull fight daffodil cough giraffe weatherproof

fan farmer February bull frog definition cuff handcuff

fang farmhouse federal café different deaf housewife

far farming feminine caffeine difficult elf Joseph

fare farther Ferris wheel campfire dragonfly fluff kerchief

farm fashion fertilizer catfish elephant golf kickoff

fast fasten festival cellphone grandfather goof layoff

fat father fiesta coffee infection graph midriff

fate fatten fingernail comfort magnify gruff play off

fats faucet finger paint confuse microphone gulf rainproof

fault favor fingerprint cornfield notify half relief

fawn feather fingertip cupful officer hoof sheriff

fear fellow fire alarm defense Pacific huff show off

feast female fire engine dolphin pacifier if stop off

fed fencing fire escape effort professor Jeff sunroof

fee ferry firecracker girlfriend qualify knife take-off

feed festive firefly goldfish referee laugh tariff

feel fever fisherman golf ball refrigerator leaf

feet fiber follower golfer safari life

fell fickle forever gopher safety pin loaf

felt fiction forgiven grapefruit saxophone muff

fence fiddle formula halfway scientific off

fern fidget foundation handful shuffleboard poof

fetch fiery furniture headphone sophomore proof

feud figure pharmacy headphones telephone puff

few filling physician hyphen terrific reef

fib filter fireplace infant unfasten roof

field final joyful waterfall rough

fig finger laughing safe
fight finish laughter scarf
file fireman leafy scuff
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